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(The second edition, the 19th chapter, “The Resurgence of Indian Spirituality” of 

the book ‘The Mother’s Manifestation’ is offered at the lotus Feet of The Mother 

and Sri Aurobindo on the occasion of India’s 75th Independence day and Sri 

Aurobindo’s 150th birth anniversary, 15.08.2022.)  

 

 

 

The Publisher’s Note  
  

The Mother has entrusted the task that those who will collaborate in Her 

Divine work must have thorough knowledge of Sri Aurobindo who is the 

representative symbol of comprehensive movement of ascending and descending 

Divine Consciousness. For this one must have thorough knowledge of movement 

of Consciousness between Psychic and Spiritual planes through activation of 

integral Karma Yoga, integral Jnana Yoga and integral Bhakti Yoga which are 

developed from a systematic practice of many-fold self-disciplines of traditional 
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Yoga. The synthesis of central truth of all exclusive traditional Yoga will lead 

towards integration and the realisation of all-inclusive integral Yoga. Thus, a link 

between them has evolved to rightly connect the past Spiritual heritage with the 

future Divine manifestation. This ‘gold link’25 is meant to bridge the gulf23 

between lower and higher hemisphere, to open many closed doors, oblivious 

fields, unseen province, void and silence in Consciousness, to create new avenues 

of ascent of Soul and descent of Shakti, and thus the Consciousness ascended and 

descended to new heights and depths, to search new overhead action, wisdom and 

love that can reconcile the mutually antagonist trend of existence such as mind, 

life and body. A Sadhaka of integral Yoga must learn the lesson and is exclusively 

preoccupied in the inner world in which he is able to open the doors of wider 

consciousness beyond the three gunas, able to  remove the gulf and void created 

between surface physical and subliminal world, between subliminal world and 

superconscient world, between Supramental and Subconscient/Inconscient world 

and he will be victorious and conqueror to such extent that consciousness can 

move31 a long way from surface life to inner depth in which Psychic being is 

veiled and continue this movement to discover Spiritual, Universal, Supramental 

and the highest Bliss Self freely without any block or obstruction and discovers 

their Divine unity. ‘In other words, great transformations are merely the result of a 

change of state of consciousness.’32  

 

A thorough knowledge on Sri Aurobindo also includes thorough knowledge 

on the Spiritual history of earth which is a long story of Spiritual rise and Spiritual 

fall of Consciousness and substitution of swift Spiritual evolution by slow 

religious evolution. If a Sadhaka of integral Yoga will be aware of these long 

historical developments, aware of his own rise and fall of Consciousness in this 

birth, then he will not repeat the Spiritual blunders that earth’s Spiritual history 

had witnessed. 

OM TAT SAT 

 

References: 

23: “For even her (Savitri’s) gulfs were secrecies of light.” Savitri-16,  
 “A gap was rent in the all-concealing vault (of King Aswapati);  

The conscious ends of being went rolling back:  

The landmarks of the little person fell,  

The island ego joined its continent.” Savitri-25, 

“A consciousness of beauty and of bliss, 

A knowledge which became what it perceived,  

Replaced the separated sense and heart  

And drew all Nature into its embrace.” Savitri-28 

“A union of the Real with the unique,  

A gaze of the Alone from every face, 

The presence of the Eternal in the hours  
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Widening the mortal mind’s half-look on things,  

Bridging the gap between man's force and Fate  

Made whole the fragment-being we are here.” Savitri-35,  

“In moments when the inner lamps are lit 

And the life’s cherished guests are left outside,  

Our spirit sits alone and speaks to its gulfs. 

A wider consciousness opens then its doors; 

Invading from spiritual silences” Savitri-47-48, 

“But who shall pierce into the cryptic gulf  

And learn what deep necessity of the soul  

Determined casual deed and consequence?” Savitri-52, 

“Because eternal eyes turned on earth's gulfs” Savitri-101 

“This world of bliss he (King) saw and felt its call,  

But found no way to enter into its joy;  

Across the conscious gulf there was no bridge.” Savitri-128, 

“She hopes by the creative act’s release 

To o’erleap sometimes the gulf she cannot fill, 

To heal awhile the wound of severance, 

Escape from the moment’s prison of littleness  

And meet the Eternal’s wide sublimities  

In the uncertain time-field portioned here.” Savitri-177 

“Its (Supermind) mights that bridge the gulf twixt man and God,  

Its (Supermind) lights that combat Ignorance and Death.” Savitri-261,  

“There was no cleavage between soul and soul, 

There was no barrier between world and God.” Savitri-319 

“There (in the Supramental) was no gulf between the thought and fact,” Savitri-

327 

“A mediating ray had touched the earth (mediating ray is the Spiritual energy) 

Bridging the gulf between man’s mind and God’s; 

Its brightness linked our transience to the Unknown.” Savitri-353 

“But soon the link of soul with form grew sure” Savitri-355 

“Unlocked were inner spirit’s trance-closed doors:” Savitri-369 

“And made her joy a bridge twixt earth and heaven,” Savitri-534, 

“To make thy life a bridge twixt earth and heaven;” Savitri-536, 

“But now a silent gulf between them (Savitri and Satyavan) came” Savitri-584,  

“In vain thou (Death) hast dug the dark unbridgeable gulf,” Savitri-648, 

(Death asked) “What bridge can cross the gulf that she (Truth supreme) has left 

Between her (Truth supreme) and the dream-world she (Truth supreme) has 

made?” Savitri-663,  

“The two (Heaven and Earth) longing to join, yet walk apart, 

Idly divided by their vain conceits; … 

They gaze across the silent gulfs of sleep.” Savitri-684 

25: “It (a reconciling Wisdom) grouped the golden links that they had lost 
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And showed to them (mind, life and body) their divine unity,” Savitri-90 

“But soon the link of soul with form grew sure; 

Flooded was the dim cave with slow conscient light,” Savitri-355  

“But now the gold link comes to me (Satyavan) with thy (Savitri) feet 

And His gold sun has shone on me from thy face.” Savitri-408 

31: “The spirit in a finite ignorant world 

Must rescue so its prisoned consciousness  

Forced out in little jets at quivering points  

From the Inconscient’s sealed infinitude.” Savitri-140 

 “His (Narad’s) inner gaze the movements of the soul, 

He saw the eternal labour of the Gods,  

And looked upon the life of beasts and men.” Savitri-416 

“A consciousness of brighter fields and skies,… 

And movements pushed by a superconscient force,” Savitri-28 

“He (King Aswapati) knew the source from which his spirit came: 

Movement was married to the immobile Vast;                                                              

He plunged his roots into the Infinite,               

 He based his life upon eternity.” Savitri-34, 

32: The Mother’s Agenda/29th October-1966 
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The Resurgence of Indian 

Spirituality 
 

 “What has ruined India is this idea that the higher consciousness knows 

nothing about the lower things. This error must be completely abolished. It is the 

highest consciousness that sees the most clearly what the material needs should be. 

With this, we could try out a new kind of government.”1 

The Mother  

  

“My idea is that chief cause of the weakness of India is not subjection nor 

poverty, nor lack of spirituality or dharma (ethics) but decline of thought-power, 

the growth of ignorance in the motherland of Knowledge. Everywhere I see 

inability or unwillingness to think… The modern world is the age of the victory of 

Knowledge. Whoever thinks most, seeks most, labours most, can fathom and learn 

the truth of the world, and gets so much more Shakti…”2 

Sri Aurobindo 

 

 The later Vedantic Ascetics, Tantrics and Nirvanist, who dominated Indian 

Spirituality for last two thousand years suffered impatience by giving exclusive 

importance to the One supreme Self, Consciousness Force and the ineffable 

Ananda respectively to the exclusion of the Many, the World and the Creation. 

This tendency of one-sided growth increases the gulf between the Creator and 

Creation and the possibility of reconciling Spirit and Matter or possibility of 

resolving the problems of existence becomes remote. To liberate India from the 

influence, limitation and escapist trend of later Vedantic exclusive quest of 

Jivatma’s union with Paramatma and to draw this exercise towards further 

culmination in comprehensive Spirituality of ancient Vedanta, where Matter 

(apara Prakriti) and Spirit (Paramatma dynamised as Para-prakriti) are 

reconciled, which is identified as resurgence of Indian Spirituality.  

 

All life is a right play of the Soul with Nature known as conscious Yoga or 

swift Spiritual evolution. If all life is a wrong or egoistic play of Soul with Nature 

then it is identified as unconscious Yoga or slow mental evolution. The Spirit that 

can invade Matter and transforms it into its own image is identified as strong 

Spirituality or kinetic Yoga of Nature, which was there as the seed principle in the 

ancient Vedanta and is gradually developing by Spiritual evolution of earth. The 

resurgence of Indian Spirituality is possible by emergence of few universalised 

liberated individual Soul Centres whose invisible dynamic Spiritual influence can 

drag humanity ahead. This potentiality is defined as: 

“But only when we break through Matter’s wall 

In that spiritual vastness can we stand  
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Where we can live the masters of our world  

And mind is only a means and body a tool.” Savitri-543 

One may also recoil from this difficult issue of ancient Vedantic 

reconciliation of Spirit with Matter and subsequent cellular transformation and 

may recoil into the escapist later Vedantic aspiration: 

“All here must learn to obey a higher law,  

Our body’s cells must hold the Immortal’s flame.  

Else would the spirit reach alone its source  

Leaving a half-saved world to its dubious fate.” Savitri-35 

   

The vision of India’s strong Spirituality is practicable if we can rightly 

identify her ancient Vedic aryan five-fold Spiritual aspiration of God, Light, 

Freedom, Bliss and Immortality and their penetration into mortal life through 

kinetic Yoga. A highly positive and optimistic aim of the integral Yoga has to be 

approached through positive means and it will be easiest when we can begin to 

multiply our Soul force, concentrate on the strongest part of our nature which is a 

conscious expression of will and knowledge of Spirit and utilise this advantage in 

strengthening the immediate and yet less strong areas of our nature. This action 

attains perfection when the Prakriti reveals herself as the Shakti of the Ishwara. 

 

The Divine Grace can be accumulated by heightening the collective 

aspiration and for this the harmonised collective living can be maintained by 

complete eradication of the most crippled disease of asuya, fault finding towards 

the brother Souls and intolerance towards higher Spiritual life and secondly the 

eradication of most disastrous and transitional situation experienced due to limited 

consciousness and fragmentary knowledge. This falsifying knowledge and 

insufficient query evolves wrong egoistic and separative way of existence.  

Integral Knowledge, samagram mam,3 is that which takes account of all the planes 

of existence, unifies their diverse and manifold truth, bridges the gulf between 

adjacent Sheaths. Integral Knowledge is responsible to integrate one’s experience 

on the Divine and Life. An integral Arya, represented by King Aswapati pursued 

all Knowledge of multiple Selves ‘like a questing hound’63 and a perfect Arya 

represented by Satyavan pursued knowledge of All Nature, Para-prakriti, ‘like a 

lion in the night.’64  

 

This paper proposes awareness and eradication of these two deficiencies of 

narrow carping and part-knowledge by movement of Consciousness which 

gradually bridges the gulf between the imperfect Matter and the perfect Spirit and 

this action can be further supported and subordinated through concentration and 

contemplation of two Maha Mantras of The Life Divine and The Synthesis of Yoga 

that of ‘all problems of existence are essentially problems of harmony,’4 and ‘All 

Life is Yoga’58 and these two formulas are further extended as ‘Tracing the Root 
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Formula of Divine Life’ and ‘The Main Formula of integral Yoga’ which define, 

systemise and compress the principal Teachings of integral Yoga.  

 

A: Tracing the Root Formula of Divine Life: 

“…the spirit breaks through all formulas to find its self…”51 

Sri Aurobindo 

 Perfection is the objective of Divine Life. All problems of Perfections are 

essentially the problems of existence. Imperfection is the constitution of this 

existence. A Sadhaka’s quest for perfection begins by becoming aware of his 

present law of imperfection and by keeping full account of it. The perfection he 

aspires is neither a mundane perfection of outward and social change, nor 

moderate perfection of gross will to live and temperate indulgence of mental and 

vital satisfaction of desire, nor an ascetic perfection of trampling down the life 

instinct and ethical austerity, nor a religious perfection of acceptance of common 

religious ideal, a brotherhood of saints and a kingdom of heaven on earth but an 

integral Divine perfection of ‘the divine government of the will in life.’67 ‘It is 

only by increasing that (self) control through detachment of lower 

suggestions’67 of physical and vital mind,… only by developing and 

accumulating soul-power, only by ‘the possession of the being, consciousness, 

delight, power of the Self’67 that he can reach this integral Perfection.   

 

1) ‘For all problems of existence are essentially the problems of Harmony,’4 

Sangati. All problems are the creation of mental Ignorance and they could not 

exist with the evolution of Knowledge. An individual limited in ego isolated from 

its environment feels no longer in unity and harmony with his Self, with God, with 

universe and with all around him. The secret of harmony is to be in accord with 

his natural members and surrounding by becoming one with his highest Self, by 

becoming one with oneself and all beings. All problems would move 

harmoniously to their right solution if the life-energy could be made to obey their 

right action offered by Divine Will instead of imposing its own yoke on our 

existence.  

 

2) All problems of Harmony are essentially the problems of Dharma, 

preliminarily obedience to the right law of existence, the law of self-discipline of 

written truth and ultimately spontaneous and automatic obedience to the Psychic, 

Spiritual and Gnostic Law dictated from within and above. 

 

3) All problems of Dharma are the problems of discrimination, preliminarily 

right discernment of truth from falsehood, vivek and ultimately swift Supramental 

discernment, Samjnana. 
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4)  All problems of right Discernment are the problems of Sraddha, 

preliminarily centralised faith and ultimately integral faith, which is again the 

outcome of Nistha, great sincerity. 

 

 The Gita speaks ‘he who has faith attains knowledge that can discern Truth 

and Falsehood, Divine and Undivine, Knowledge and Ignorance’, sraddhavan 

labhate jnanam.5 Right discernment, vivek, will lead one towards the fulfilment of 

the law of the Soul, Dharma. It is the law of the Psychic, Spiritual and 

Supramental being that leads one to total harmony and all the problems of 

existence are resolved from its root. It is from asraddha, doubt and asuya, fault 

finding, bivranti, the wrong discernment is born, which leads one to adharma, the 

deceptive law of mind, life and body, is the root cause of disharmony, asangati, 

from which all the problems of existence are aggravated. 

 

This paper proposes some provisional psycho-physical exercises on faith, 

Sraddha, which is meant for educating one to begin, repeat subsequently and end 

each day with the revival of highest aspiration of the Soul, towards the God, Light, 

Freedom, Bliss and Immortality. The two imperfections, the sceptical doubt, 

samsaya, which always turns its back on our Spiritual possibilities and the 

constant carping of the narrow uncreative intellect, asuya, which paralyses our 

collective living, must however be conquered for the Divine perfection by 

systematic development of sraddha. 

   

a) The first indispensable faith is, “The Divine exists within, above and 

around me and my meeting with Him cannot fail. I want to meet and adore 

Him within first and then in all creatures.” 

 

b) The second indispensable faith is, “There is nothing worth living in my life 

without Him and He is the only source of all my emotion, thought and 

action.” 

 

c) The third indispensable faith is, “He has taken my total responsibility and 

His sure guidance and protection is present throughout in spite of many 

dangers, difficulties and failures.” 

 

d) The fourth indispensable faith is, “He responds to my every call and even to 

my most external emotional call.” 

 

e) The fifth indispensable faith is, “What the Divine wills for me or decides 

for me is the best; He leads me in the shortest possible path towards the 

ultimate goal.” 
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f) The sixth indispensable faith is, “He is all Love, all Ananda, all Beauty, all 

Peace, all Knowledge, all Light and He is ready to pour these faculties 

when called upon.” 

 

g) The seventh indispensable faith is, “Divine is All and by His entire descent 

all the problems of existence can be resolved instantly. But for such a 

descent to be practicable we have to enlarge the purity of subtle and causal 

body indefinitely.” 

 

In addition to it we can practice remembering some specialised form of 

faith or dispensable dynamic faith to remould some of our finest faculty. Once the 

indispensable faith establishes the Spiritual base, the practice of dispensable faith 

helps to integrate it. 

 

a) The first dispensable faith is, “Since I want only the Divine, my success is 

sure, I have only to walk forward in all confidence and His own Hand will 

be there secretly leading me to Him by His own way and at His own time.”6  

 
b) When doubt, depression, tamas and insincerity predominates over the 

nature then the mantra of repetition is, “Never mind, my aspiration will 

come back again. Meanwhile I know that The Mother is with me even when 

I do not feel Her, She will carry me through even the darkest period.”7 

 

c) To all suggestions of impurity, unfitness and Spiritual fall repeat the 

mantra, “I am a child of Immortality chosen by the Divine; I have but to be 

true to myself and Him--the victory is sure; even if I fell, I would rise 

again.”7  

 
d) The rajasic and sattwic egoism are eliminated by concentration of the 

following mantra, “A Divine Power works in this mind and body and it is 

the same that works in all men and in the animal, in the plant and in the 

metal, in conscious and living things and in things apparently inconscient 

and inanimate.”8 

 

e) To all suggestions of death, disease and accident repeat the mantra, “No 

part of my being support or dwell upon the disease of the body. All disease, 

accident and death are perfect illusion and non-existent to the true 

consciousness of the body.” 

 

f) Always we must adhere to the injunction of the Gita, “Yoga must be 

continually practiced without yielding to any discouragement by difficulty 

or failure until the bliss of Nirvana is secured.”9 Every thought and impulse 
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has to be reminded in the language of the Kena Upanishad, “That is the 

Divine Brahman and not this which men here cherish and adore.” 

 
g) The seventh dispensable faith is, “A wise impersonality, a quiescent 

equality, a universality which sees all things as the manifestations of the 

Divine, the one Existence, is not angry, troubled, impatient with the way of 

things or on the other hand excited, over-eager and precipitate, but sees that 

the law must be obeyed and the pace of time respected, observes and 

understands with sympathy the actuality of things and beings, but looks 

also behind the present appearance to their inner significances and forward 

to the unrolling of their divine possibilities, is the first thing demanded of 

those who would do works as the perfect instruments of the Divine.”10 

 

h) The eighth dispensable faith is, always we must repeat to the doubting 

intellect the promise of the Master of the Gita, “I will surely deliver you 

from all sin and evil; do not grieve.”11 Or the promise of Savitri, “Oh, 

surely one day He shall come to our cry, one day He shall create our life 

anew and utter the magic formula of peace and bring perfection to the 

scheme of things. One day He shall descend to life and earth, leaving the 

secrecy of eternal doors, into a world that cries to Him for help, and bring 

the truth that sees the spirit free, the joy that is the baptism of soul, the 

strength that is the outstretched arm of Love. One day He shall lift His 

beauty’s dreadful veil, impose delight on the world’s beating heart and bare 

His secret body of light and bliss.”12  

  

Once the centralised faith is established in the Divine, which ‘see only the 

Divine and seek only after the Divine,’13 replacing the earlier ordinary faith which 

concentrate on ‘development and satisfaction and interests in the old externalised 

order of things,’13 then an individual’s higher Spiritual life is decreed. Then this 

faith has to be integralised through Psycho-physical exercise as stated above 

followed by Spiritual union of Ishwara and Ishwari and Supramental union of 

Brahman and Maya. Once the faith is integralised then an individual’s 

Supramental destiny is decreed. After the centralised faith is established in the 

Divine, then the centralising thought shuns its former dividing nature and retains 

its power of Truth and Oneness and once the faith is integralised, then the 

reconciling wisdom is activated which harmonises all the inarticulate murmur and 

disjointed mutterings of the Inconscient and unite Matter and Spirit.  

   

To continue again the root formula: 

5) All problems of Sraddha are the problem of Nistha, Sincerity, preliminarily 

exclusive sincerity and ultimately integral sincerity. Apara Prakriti’s 

concentration around Purusha is defined as exclusive sincerity. This concentration 
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extended between Shakti and Ishwara and between Maya and Brahman lead 

towards integral sincerity.   

 

6) All problems of Sincerity are the problem of concentration, samyama, 

preliminarily exclusive concentration and ultimately Integral Concentration. 

 

Integral Yoga proposes to enforce upon ‘the whole of life and not merely 

on a part of life’62 a concentration of inner spiritual change followed by an outer 

transformation which is not merely many-fold mental effort, annulment of ego, 

strong renunciation but evolution of higher concentration beyond exclusive 

concentration of mind. Integral Yoga proposes seven fold concentrations in 

ascending order. 

 Concentration is defined as ‘the bringing to its full intensity and the 

mastered and self-directed employment of that energy of being in us for a definite 

end.’68 To renounce all types of earthly enjoyments is the general cause of increase 

of concentration power, samyama.  

 

First Exclusive Concentration: 

The First exclusive concentration, is one form of the self-gathering of the 

power of Tapas, which is defined as the complete absorption in the objective 

world by an entire separation from the true Self. A seeker of Truth utilises the 

faculty of first exclusive concentration towards calling down the spaceless Infinity 

to the limited space of his surrounding world. 

 

Second Exclusive Concentration: 

Then there is development of second exclusive concentration, which is 

defined as to preoccupy and limit oneself with the mental knowledge of the 

present which is hurriedly changing from moment to moment in a helpless 

succession of events, forms, phenomena and actions, oblivious of the successive 

past and future happenings except that of memory that holds little and vague 

inference of future; through this concentration the objective experience of the 

ever-changing present environment is realised through a superficial movement of 

consciousness. A Sadhaka utilises this second exclusive concentration towards 

calling down the Timeless Eternity to the slipping moments. 

Third Exclusive Concentration: 

And then, the third exclusive concentration or reverse movement of 

exclusive concentration, which is defined as the complete absorption in the 

objective means or instruments in finding the subjective Being or concentrates 

exclusively on the concealed inner being by quieting the frontal active prakriti and 

subjective experience of the ever-modified mental states of its personality.  

Fourth Exclusive Concentration: 

This concentration is the outcome of fusion of above three exclusive 

concentrations. This is a concentration of separative active consciousness in a 
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separative movement and this takes place not in true self, but in the untransformed 

active Prakriti. In this concentration, the present moment is utilised in linking the 

subjective Time with the objective Space or in this concentration self-

concentration and self-expansion are reconciled. 

 

Essential Concentration: 
 

The second instrument of swift Psychic evolution in Ignorance is the 

development of Essential Concentration, which is defined as the entire self-

absorption in the essence of its own Psychic being through deeper self-oblivion of 

outward things. This concentration gives one the capacity to move consciousness 

from nether Inconscient Sheath to the highest Bliss Sheath. 

 

Multiple Concentrations:   

  “ 

The third instrument of swifter Spiritual evolution in Knowledge is the 

development of Multiple Concentration, the method of the totalizing or global 

overmental awareness, which is defined as a greater concentration or self-

absorption in the universalised Self for greater world action. This concentration 

reconciles all the planes of consciousness from nether Inconscient Sheath to 

highest Bliss sheath. 

 All-inclusive Integral Concentration: 

The last instrument of swiftest Supramental Evolution is the development 

of Integral Concentration, which is capable of an integral, comprehensive, 

multiple, infinite self-concentration. It is further defined as entire absorption in the 

three poises of Self or a triune realisation; (1) that is Self is in all things which is 

the basis of our individuality in the universal, (2) all things are within the Self 

which is the basis of our oneness in difference and (3) all things are made up of 

the stuff of Self which is the basis of our oneness with all. This concentration 

purifies, transforms, perfects all the multiple planes of ten Sheaths in large scale. 

 

 

7) All problems of Concentration are the problem of Surrender, Yajna, 

preliminarily exclusive Self-consecration and ultimately Integral Self-

Consecration. ‘The effective fullness of our concentration on the one thing needful 

to the exclusion of all else will be the measure of our self-consecration to the One 

who is alone desirable.’59 With the increase of concentration, the consecration 

becomes absolute. 

  

Surrender is defined as Prakriti’s submission to Purusha. Concentration is 

born when this submission causes Prakriti to merge with Purusha. Prakriti’s 

concentration around the Purusha is defined as Sincerity. The Gita defines 

Sraddha as the original nature of Purusha, Sraddhamayayo Purusha.14 So the 
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reverse movement of sincerity or Purusha leaning to embrace Prakriti is defined 

as Sraddha or Purusha pouring its aspect of Love, Ananda, Peace, Silence, Force 

and Wisdom on Prakriti is defined as Sraddha. 

  

Integral Yoga recommends two types of surrender, one Vedantic70 and the 

other Vedic; the former makes us one by identity in our inmost Being and the latter 

makes us one in our Becomings by resemblance to the Divine in our nature.  

 

In Vedantic sacrifice Prakriti is silenced so that the Purusha, Psychic being 

ascends and merges with the Ishwara, Spiritual being and subsequently Ishwara 

merges with the Brahman, Supramental being. This ascension of Consciousness 

causes the divine Force, Shakti, Maya, to descend into the lower nature of mind, 

life and body. In The Synthesis of Yoga more importance is given to Vedantic 

sacrifice; it is fully developed through Karma, Jnana and Bhakti Yoga and hinted 

little about Vedic sacrifice.     

  

In Vedic sacrifice, Prakriti is agitated to create a rift in either of the lower 

mind such as physical mind, sensory mind, emotional mind, intellectual mind etc 

or Prakriti surrenders to Shakti, or the power of Ishwara. As a result higher 

Consciousness or Shakti first descends to successive layers of mind, life and body. 

As a result the Prakriti is silenced and experiences ascent of Consciousness 

through Purusha’s union with Ishwara and subsequently union with Brahman. In 

The Mother book, more importance is given to Vedic Sacrifice, Prakriti Yajna15 

than the Vedantic sacrifice, Purusha Yajna and in Savitri both the exercises are 

widely explored. 

 

 So the Vedantic sacrifice is identified as indispensable exercise supported 

by still more powerful dispensable Vedic sacrifice. What the Vedantic Sadhaka 

achieves that of transformation of nature through trance, Samadhi, subtle physical 

dream and Superconscient sleep; the same state a Vedic Sadhaka arrives through 

waking trance. The true waking Consciousness is defined as withdrawal from 

subjective consciousness, objective consciousness and massed causal 

consciousness and entry into superconscience superior to all consciousness. 

Waking union the Vedic Sadhaka will experience is defined as the individual 

Purusha enlarges its active experience to the highest state of Turiya.  

  

Through consecration, one experiences static Divine union known of ascent 

of Consciousness and dynamic Divine union known as descent of consciousness. 

Submission of finite dynamic consciousness, three gunas, to infinite static 

consciousness, Purusha, Ishwara and Brahman is defined as (Vedantic) surrender. 

And repetition of this submission of untransformed Prakriti to infinite dynamic 

consciousness, Shakti, Maya, is defined as (Vedic) surrender.     
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To continue again the root formula: 

 

8)  All the problem of consecration is the problem of equality, samata. This 

equality is of six types, Titiksa, endurance, Udasinata, indifference and Nati, 

submission to the will of God, sama rasa, equal sap of nectar, sama bhoga, equal 

enjoyment and  sama ananda, equal delight. 

 

9)  All problem of equality is the problem of renunciation. In integral Yoga 

renunciation is identified as entire rejection of attachment, desire, duality, ego, 

initiation of work and three gunas. Equality helps to realise complete 

detachment/rejection of lower nature and discovery of absolute movement of 

Divine Light, Power and Ananda which are indispensable for Divine perfection.    

 

Through increase of renunciation, tyaga, on will or physical mind, intellect 

or sattwic mind and emotion or vital mind one finds equality, samata, of triple 

Yoga; through prolongation of equality one finds peace, shanti, through 

prolongation of peace one finds Spiritual ease and happiness, sukha, through 

prolongation of happiness one discovers the exceeding joy and laughter of the 

Soul, hasya, atma prasada, which is identified as natural state of a fulfilled man. 

  

So, by renunciation one arrives at equality; by samata one arrives at the 

consecration of Self and Nature. Or ‘An inner renunciation of personal desire 

leads to equality, accomplishes our total surrender to the Divine, supports a 

delivery from dividing ego which brings us oneness.’69 By practice of consecration 

one experiences Divine union, as a result concentration and purity grow, each 

helping the victory of other till eternal calmness is established. Purification of 

buddhi is also possible by detachment/rejection of lower Nature. Concentration 

subsequently gives birth to sincerity; again, sincerity gives birth to Sraddha. 

Sraddha acts as pivot for the perfection of instrumental nature and obedience to 

the Divine Law, Dharma. Obedience to the norms of integral Yoga harmonises all 

the problems of existence. Total harmony is the condition of perfection of Divine 

Life which is attained by total union with the Divine, union with Indwelling, Over-

dwelling and Transcendent Divine. Integral Yoga or integral Evolution promises 

triple perfection of divine life. They are fullness of Being, fullness of 

Consciousness and fullness of Life. 

 

Consciousness is the central Truth of Divine Life which is a self-aware 

force of existence extended from Inconscient Sheath to Bliss Sheath. By 

movement of Consciousness fullness of Being, fullness of Consciousness and 

fullness of life can be attained. Harmony is the inherent Nature of infinite 

Divine Consciousness and disharmony or limited harmony is the nature of the 

finite Consciousness of three gunas. The Law that descends from Psychic, 

Spiritual and Supramental Consciousness is known as Dharma. The Law that 
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enters the human vessel from tamasic and rajasic mind and from the 

surrounding world is known as Adharma. Vedantic Sraddha is the pouring 

down of Divine attributes of infinite Static consciousness into finite dynamic 

Consciousness of three gunas through Purusha Yajna, Vedantic self-discipline. 

Vedic Sraddha is the pouring down of Divine attributes of infinite Dynamic 

Consciousness into finite dynamic consciousness of three gunas by Prakriti 

Yajna. Sincerity is the concentration of finite dynamic Consciousness of three 

gunas around the Psychic being. Exclusive concentration is a concentration of 

separative mental active consciousness absorbed in part knowledge or a part 

action of the being and excluding the rest from its awareness. Submission of 

finite dynamic consciousness to infinite static Consciousness is defined as 

(Vedantic) surrender. Submission of finite dynamic consciousness to infinite 

dynamic consciousness is defined as (Vedic) surrender. Equality is gained 

when the Consciousness goes beyond the finite consciousness of three gunas. 

Renunciation is the rejection of finite dynamic consciousness represented by 

three gunas of apara-prakriti.  

 

B: The Main Formula of integral Yoga: 

 ‘The earliest formula of Wisdom promises to be its last, --God, Light, 

Freedom, (Bliss), Immortality.’16 

Sri Aurobindo 

“tasmat sarvesu kalesu yoga-yukto bhavarjuna, therefore, O Arjuna, at all 

times of all life be in Yoga.”  

(The Gita-8.27)  

“tasmat sarvesu kalesu mam anusmara yudhya cha. O Arjuna, at all times 

of all life unite with Me by remembrance of Me and by doing action for Me.” 

(The Gita-8.7) 

 

The literal meaning of integral Yoga is the union with the total 

Consciousness of the Eternal. The written truth of integral Shastra had descended 

from above like traditional Shastra as formulas, Sutras and was further expanded 

and heightened through ascension and widening of Consciousness. All the (ten) 

formula of integral Yoga breaks through to uncover the integral Divine which 

includes integral Divine Law, integral Divine manifestation, integral Divine 

liberation, integral Divine transformation and integral Divine Perfection. 

 

1)  ‘All life is Yoga,’58 sarva (ananta) jivanam nitya-yogamastu or 

sampurnam jivanam yogamayam bhabet. All life is a secret unconscious and 

conscious Yoga of Nature intended to become progressively self-conscient, 

luminous and self-fulfilled. Life develops many initial hints of Divinity and 

change of nature by liberating them which must be enforced upon the whole of life 

and not merely on a part of this life. Where effort of this whole of life can become 

the conscious Yoga of Nature and must extend over to All Life until the recovery 
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of the complete and undivided Divine Life. All Life is defined as subtle link of 

union that joins succession of past, present and future lives and it is the right play 

of the Soul with all the possibilities of Nature for self-expression, self-experience, 

self-knowledge and all-knowledge. The key to life’s hidden secret is the true 

relation of this Spirit with its own created existences. The true joy of life can be 

experienced by profound union of the Self and the Nature. And Yoga is a practical 

psychology and the central common principle of all Vedantic schools of Yoga is 

defined as the self-fulfilment of the Purusha, the Lord of Yoga through the 

movement of His Energy, Consciousness or Prakriti. The central common 

principle of all Tantric school is the self-fulfilment of Prakriti by her Purusha. In 

integral Yoga a relation between Purusha and Prakriti exists whose static union 

will lead towards Rest, Purification, Freedom and Liberation of Soul and whose 

dynamic union will lead towards divine Action, new Creation, Delight and 

transformation of Nature. Static union will establish the Ishwara in the heart as 

hinted in the Gita, “The Lord is stationed in the heart of all creatures”57 or “the 

Lord as Self, abides in the heart of all beings”57 and dynamic union will establish 

Ishwari in the heart as hinted in Savitri, ‘A face, a form (of the Divine Mother) 

came down into her heart’54 or as hinted in the Gita, ‘Para-prakriti has become the 

Jiva in the heart,’ paraprakritir Jivabhuta. When both experiences reconcile, then 

heart becomes the dwelling place of the ‘incarnate dual Supramental Godhead’55 

and this experience will repeat in other nine occult centres. 

 

2)  All Yoga is compression of one’s Evolution by all possible ways of 

union with the Divine or all Yoga is a swift and concentrated conscious evolution 

of Being. Sarvayogah abhibyaktimastu or yogasakalam abhibyakteh 

sankochanam. To become aware of the truth of our being and becoming is the 

object of all Yoga. Or all the revelatory aspects of the Divine must be caught in 

the wide nets of integral Yoga. All Yoga is in its nature an attempt and an arriving 

at unity with the Supreme Being, Supreme Consciousness and Supreme Ananda. 

Evolution is defined as the progressive self-manifestation of Nature in man. The 

Nature affects her aim of collective slow growth through evolution in Ignorance 

and the individual experiences rapid revolutionary change through Yoga or 

spiritual Evolution in knowledge; the former arrives at the Divine through 

concentration on her own manifestation whereas the latter goes beyond Nature to 

the Lord of Nature and beyond universe to the Transcendence. Natural evolution 

in ignorance is an uncertain growth by the pressure of environment, partly by 

groping education and an ill-lit purposeful effort, partially illumined and half-

automatic use of opportunities with many blunders, lapses and relapses, veiling a 

secret divine intervention and guidance. In Yoga we replace this confused crooked 

crab-motion by a rapid, conscious, concentrated and self-directed evolution which 

can compress the growth of many lives into a single birth.  
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3)  All Evolution is the heightening of force of Consciousness until it passes 

from a mental, vital and physical instrumentation into the essence and power of 

the Spirit. Or All Evolution is the awakener of higher states of Consciousness. 

Sarva-abhibyakti cetayanti sumatinam astu or Sarva abhibyanjanam sumatinam 

chetakamastu. All evolution must move in stages through combination of three 

ascending gradations that of the evolution in Inconscient, a bodily life which the 

unassisted Nature might take centuries and millenniums or many hundreds of lives 

to form the basis of our existence; the evolution in Ignorance, a mental life into 

which we emerge and enlarge it into greater completeness and the evolution in 

Knowledge, the greatest rapidity and concentration of movement of divine 

existence. The essence and true nature of Consciousness are that it is a power to be 

aware of itself and its object and this power must be direct, self-fulfilled and 

complete. The destiny of the evolving Consciousness is to become aware of the 

Self and aware of all existence which is the body of the greater Self.  The practice 

of movement of Consciousness leads one to the discovery of inner Psychic and 

higher Spiritual possibility and elevates one to all-retaining Consciousness where 

past births and future births are contained, present and effective. Integral Yoga 

aspires for that central change of Consciousness which rests in the One and acts 

in the All. It is a growing direct Spiritual experience, vision, feeling of the 

Supreme and the cosmic existence, the Divine in itself and the Divine in all things. 

 

4)  All Consciousness is one but in action it involves in manifold 

concentrated Effort and spontaneous movement of Shakti to realise every 

possible line of Spiritual experience. Sarvachetana bahubidha abhyasam astu or 

chetana sakalam prakruteh bahubidha chesta. All Consciousness is the 

combination of Exclusive Consciousness, the action of surface mind and intellect, 

Essential Consciousness, the action in the subtle world, the Multiple 

Consciousness, the universal action and Supramental Consciousness, links highest 

with the lowest world and achieves indivisible whole. Personal effort is defined as 

the attempt of the egoistic mind to identify itself in a wrong and imperfect way 

with the workings of the divine Force. Ego turns into desire, wish and craving of 

the intellectual, emotional and volitional mind. As we gain clarity through 

purification, the turmoil of egoistic effort becomes calm self knowledge and leads 

us to the source of growing light. 

 

5)  All Effort is the synthesis of all the wide and supple Methods, Sarvah 

abhyasah (avhyasa sakalam) vidhi-purbakam astu, pursued by the (1) 

comprehensive Spirituality of ancient Vedantic Seers who work out the 

relationship between Purusha-Prakriti, Ishwara-Shakti and Brahman-Maya by 

equal regard and reverence towards earth the Mother and heaven the Father, God 

and Man, Matter and Spirit, Ishwara and Ishwari, (2) exclusive Spirituality of later 

Vedantic ascetics, the exclusive worshipper of the Being, the Brahman, the 

Ishwara  and (3) the synthetic Spirituality of Tantrics, the exclusive worshipper of 
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the Energy, the Consciousness, the Mother, the Ishwari. The goal of all effort and 

all sacrifice is the full recognition of the inner Guide and the Master of the Yoga.  

 

6)  All the method is the synthesis of (central truth of all) self-discipline, 

Sarva vidhi anusashanam astu or vidhi sakalam anusashana samnwitam bhabet. 

All Methods are the invention of evolutionary Nature through the synthesis of 

Indispensable ancient Vedantic/Vedic and Dispensable later Vedantic self-

discipline of integral Yoga. Or all methods, grouped under the common name of 

Yoga are special indispensable Psycho-spiritual and dispensable Psycho-physical 

processes founded on the fixed truth of Nature.  

 

Indispensable methods are necessary to build the Spiritual foundation and 

dispensable methods are necessary for Spiritual integration. The method of 

integral Yoga is a direct commerce between the human Purusha, the Psychic 

being, the Kshara in the individual body and the Divine Purusha, the Spiritual 

being, the Akshara who dwells in every body and yet transcends all form and 

name and the Supramental being, the Purushottama, the source of all being and 

existence through the triple Path of Works, of Love and of Knowledge. The 

method of integral Yoga is to put our whole conscious being into relation and 

contact with the Divine and direct Him to transform the entire lower nature into 

His Divine Nature. The Sadhaka will take as much care and thoroughness from the 

most insignificant action to the greatest action as means of self-offering and lifts 

all into the Light and transforms all. For him in the Yoga there is nothing too small 

to be used and nothing too great to be attempted. Due to the entire consecration, 

all the sadhana is done for him from above by an impersonal Force so he has no 

business with ego and pride and he will live like a slave and disciple of the Master 

with full of gratitude for the Divine Master.   

 

7)  The practice of all self-discipline leads to continuous union with the 

Self, Sarvam anusashanam yunjita satatam atmana. Or all self-disciplines labour 

in their different ways to realise the one supreme experience. Integral Yoga is 

neither exclusive worship of the Shaktis, the Energy, the Consciousness, the Chit 

nor the exclusive worship of the Purusha, the Ishwara, the Being, the Sat, but to 

find a passive and an active relation between Them, the Purusha and Prakriti 

relation in ignorance, Avidya, Ishwara and Shakti relation in Spiritual plane, 

Vidya, and Brahman and Maya relation in Supramental plane, Vijnana resulting in 

Ananda. When the Prakriti, the Ishwari, the Maya, the Chit are self absorbed in 

the conscious existence of the Purusha, the Ishwara, the Brahman, the Sat 

respectively, there is rest, the Nirvana, the realisation of Oneness. When the 

Purusha, the Ishwara, the Brahman, the Sat pour themselves out in the action of 

the Prakriti, the Ishwari, the Maya, the Chit respectively then there is action, 

creation and Ananda in Ignorance, exclusive Knowledge, comprehensive 

Knowledge and supreme Knowledge respectively.     
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8)  All Dispensable self-disciplines are termed as Psycho-physical methods, 

which mean to pursue inner development with the help of outer aid, support, 

Sarva aniyatam anusashanam bahya abalmbana ashritam. Or all dispensable self-

discipline is defined as finding of the Self by confronting, seizing, conquering the 

difficulties of nature or agitating and exciting the all Nature. It ensures that lower 

formulations can also be used for highest Spiritual and Supramental perfection. 

These lower formulations are having following six disadvantages; firstly 

dependency on any physical, external and mechanical means can confine life 

within the limitation of exclusive concentration and subjection to Prakriti; 

secondly, it may awake the Kundalini Shakti, which asks the attention of physical 

Guru and the necessity of pure and strong vessel; thirdly these exercises are 

separative movements which take place not in the true Self, not in the silence, but 

in the active Prakriti; fourthly these actions are continued in active mind, directly 

opposes the passive silence which is the condition of full disclosure of Spiritual 

and Supramental action; fifthly the exclusive quest of psycho-physical methods 

are born or invented out of the impatience of the later Vedantic saints and ascetics 

to possess the Divine exclusively and too much indulgence in it can create a gulf 

between the Creator and His Creation resulting in impatience and lastly, the aims 

of integral Yoga can be arrived at by these methods but there are other means, 

preferably higher Spiritual formulations, which are more subtle, essential, 

powerful and pliable. 

 

9)  All Indispensable self-disciplines are termed as Psychic, Spiritual and 

Supramental methods which mean to pursue inner development with the 

assistance of inner aid and without the support of any outer aid; where the 

higher formulations are used for transformation of lower faculties, Sarva niyatam 

anusashanam bahya abalmbana rahitam. Or all Indispensable self-discipline is 

defined as finding of the Self by silencing or drawing back from the difficulties of 

all Nature. It ensures largest possible development in shortest possible path. A 

Spiritual man needs nothing external for completeness of his existence and he 

lives one with all existence. Integral Yoga will use fully active or positive methods 

subordinated by passive or negative methods consistent with the totality of the aim 

of perfected universalised individual Power, Knowledge and Ananda; it will 

combine passive method of equal endurance with active method of spontaneous 

possession of universal energy of oneness and ananda, passive method of 

impartial indifference with active method of high-seated impartial acceptance of 

life strong to transform all experience into greater values of equal spirit, passive 

method of calm resignation and submission with the active method of full 

surrender of its personal being to the Divine, passive purity of entire god content 

with complete silence of vibrant mental and soul concentration, passive state of 

profound absorbing quietude of impersonal peace with active purity of perfect joy 

of being and bliss of Divine action. It will combine positive self-discipline of 
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purity and concentration which is identified as right arm of integral Yoga with 

negative practice of renunciation which is identified as its left arm.53  

 

10)  All Dispensable self-disciplines are used to subordinate the all 

Indispensable self-discipline and its indispensability is felt after the Spiritual 

foundation is established on a secure basis.17 Sarva niyatam anusasanam 

adhinasta sarva aniyatam anusasanam. All mind or all Nature has the capacity to 

possess the All Divine partially whereas the All Divine has the capacity to possess 

the all mind or all Nature entirely; so the latter must be pursued by pacifying the 

lower mind and the former must subordinate it by activating the all mind or 

turning the lower mind Godward. All mind consists of lower ranges of 

consciousness that of physical mind, vital mind, sensory mind, emotional mind 

and intellectual mind and higher ranges of Consciousness that of higher mind, 

illumined mind, intuitive mind and overmind. 

 

11)  In integral Yoga the practice of ‘psycho-physical processes on a large 

scale’18 is the direct substitution of spiritual methods; ‘psycho-physical power of 

vision’19 is the substitute of ‘the spiritual sight, the pure sense, the Supramental 

samjnana;’19 Spiritual vision is ‘something much more near, profound and 

comprehensive than mental vision;’52 ‘memory is a poverty-stricken substitute for 

an integral direct abiding consciousness of self;’20 ego is only an outward false 

substitute21 of Psychic entity; ‘false soul of desire’61 is the substitute of true 

Psychic Being; individual ego is the ‘subjective substitute’22 of true self; 

communal ego is the substitute of ‘collective soul;’23 ‘this voice of the soul is not 

what we call conscience — for that is only a mental and often conventional erring 

substitute;’60 reason is a substitute of intuitive mind24 or ‘a delegate or substitute of 

the Supermind;’25 mental knowledge is the ‘substitute for the more real and 

integral knowledge;’26 pseudo-intuition, which frequently visit man’s mind is the 

‘adulterated article or false substitute’27 of intellect; sense mind is the ‘dumb 

substitute for thought;’28 sense organs are the substitute of ‘psychical hearing, 

touch, smell, taste’29 which is again the substitute of ‘Supramental sense;’30 all 

mind constructed laws and standards like law of truth, law of justice, law of love 

are the substitute of the liberty in the spirit or the law of the self;31 mental and vital 

association are the substitute of Psychic and Spiritual oneness; egoistic life is the 

substitute of Divine Life;32 mankind or community or state is the substitute of 

God;33 mental law of good is substitute of spiritual change;34 mental control is the 

substitute of ‘control of the spiritual Reality;’35 falsehood is a ‘lurid substitute’36 of 

truth; ‘the appreciations of our human mind and desire-soul’37 is a substitute for 

the divine values; titiksa, the facing, enduring and conquest of all shocks of 

existence is the substitute for elimination of suffering;38 equality is the substitute 

of Sachchidananda consciousness38 which is All-Bliss; ‘there must be an ascent 

which substitutes the principle of knowledge;’39 the soul of Matter, annamaya 

purusha, is the substitute of the conscious foundation of being;40 intellectual logo 
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‘is only a partial representative and substitute for the greater supramental Logos;’41 

the action of lower Prakriti is the dynamically substituted by ‘the action of the 

supreme and universal divine Shakti under the control of Ishwara;’42 the egoistic 

state always subject to the ignorant and troubled action of the desire soul is 

substituted by ‘large and luminous static equality which quiets the reason, the 

emotional mind, the life mind and the physical nature;’42 prayer is the substitute of 

‘the faith, the will, the aspiration;’43 faith is the substitute of ‘knowledge and 

perfect experience;’44 written truth or Shastra is the substitute of ‘eternal Veda 

secret in the heart of every thinking and living being;’45 personal effort is the 

substitute of divine Will;46 concentration is the substitute of ‘active oneness;’47 

psychological observation is the substitute of ‘Supramental cognition;’47 passive 

silence is the substitute of ‘Supramental gnosis;’48 Modern Science is a ‘substitute 

for eternal mysteries;’71 Soul is the subordinate term of Divine Bliss; mind is 

taught to be the obedient subordinate of  Supermind49 and Ignorance and Mind are 

defined as grandmother and ‘barren mother’50 respectively of their unreal child, 

this false world of mental Maya. Supramental Maya, the power of Brahman and 

Shakti are grandmother and virgin mother of their real child, the true world which 

waits for its self-fulfilment. For a Sadhaka, until the higher Psychic and Spiritual 

faculties have evolved, he can rely on these substitutes as an aid to sadhana and 

wait patiently for emergence of higher instrumentation. 

 

12)  Those who practice this Yoga must have an integral mental conception of 

the Divine from the very beginning of their Sadhana life that of Divine is in all 

things; all things are within the Divine and all things are made up of the stuff of 

the Divine and they must be wholly aware of the entire object of integral Yoga and 

opposition of all other Spiritual disciplines towards its practicality and final 

outcome. Any partial knowledge can fragment the Divine, Law of Integral Yoga, 

human collectivity and His creation. And lastly, they must strive to attain fullness 

of Life and Being by perfecting the movement of Consciousness. One can arrive at 

the fullness of Consciousness only by intensifying the double movement of 

Consciousness.   

  

The vision of Spiritually strong India rests on few individuals who can 

attain the largest development, widest and deepest movement of Consciousness in 

shortest possible time. First, there will be emergence of few Spiritual men who 

will be able to reconcile Spirit and Matter partly then, there will be emergence of 

Gnostic and Bliss Souls to make this reconciliation entire. And it is through 

acceptance and consecration of physical work of all types, sarvakarmani,56 not by 

rejecting action as defective, dosam, the highest Spirit must enter contact with the 

nether imperfect Matter and brings the possibility of Divine Life. That is the 

promise of the infallible Supramental action on earth through which Matter will 

reveal the Spirit’s image.  
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India’s True Destiny: 
“India's true destiny is to be the Guru of the world.”72  

The Mother 

“The future of India is very clear. India is the Guru of the world. The future 

structure of the world depends on India. India is the living soul. India is 

incarnating the spiritual knowledge in the world. The Government of India ought 

to recognise the significance of India in this sphere and plan their action 

accordingly.”73  

The Mother 

“I do not want hundreds of thousands of disciples. It will be enough if I can 

get a hundred complete men, purified of petty egoism, who will be the instruments 

of God. I have no faith in the customary trade of the guru. I do not wish to be a 

guru. If anybody wakes and manifests from within his slumbering godhead and 

gets the divine life – be it at my touch or at another's – this is what I want. It is 

such men that will raise the country.”74  

Sri Aurobindo 

  

India is a land of ancient rich Spiritual heritage. Its air, water and land are 

full of the Divine Presence and as per The Mother’s personal experience77 Indians 

are ‘heaven-blessed, these people, because it takes very little for them to be 

oriented in the right way.’91 No other Nations can compete with them. 

 

India is a land where from Sinner to Saint, from the most foolish to the 

wisest, the people of all faith and religion, atheists, people with modern education 

and modern Science, Women and Children are permitted to live with equal 

opportunity, without oppression, with love, dignity and respect. 

   

A Nation will be always surrounded with the animal brutality, division, 

quarrel and narrowness of the primitive uncultured man and Divine compassion, 

equality, oneness, Love for all beings of Spiritual man. India will be Guru of the 

World through its select individuals through whom incalculable quantum of 

overhead Divine Love, Wisdom, Peace, Force, Silence, Delight can rush into the 

world and enrich earth’s atmosphere.  

 

Who are these select individuals? Can the Spiritual man of different 

religions be the Guru of the world? Can the few select proletariat86 who are 

dedicated hard working nation builder, leader of men and pioneers in different 

fields be the Guru of the world? Can the women who have renounced sense 

enjoyment of short-lived kind be the Guru of the world? Can the few select rich 

people and land lords who want to serve the Divine and Humanity be the Guru of 

the world? Can the Sannyasin, later Vedantist, Nirvanists of India be the Guru of 

the World? Yes, they are in making. 
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Four Theories in Support of India becoming the Guru of the World: 

 

First Support: Guru is a Force and personality of the Divine. It is the one of the 

seven attributes of the Divine. If India wishes to be the Guru of the world, then 

this also includes of becoming the seven-fold personality of the Divine of the 

Creator Father, Creatrix Mother, all-embracing Lover, hidden Master of all works, 

evolving as child God, the inner Guide and compassionate Friend of all creatures.  

 

Second Support: A Spiritual man lives in direct contact and union with the 

Divine. He sees all creatures of existences with equality and is having sense of 

oneness with all existence. In his growing union with the Transcendence, the 

Divine’s seven-fold personality manifests in him.87 If in India such type of 

individual will emerge in each religion76 and community then it will help to unite 

the Nation. Thus, he emerges as a religious Teacher spreading the Spirituality 

of brotherhood and universal Love.  

 

Third Support: The Guru of traditional schools of Yoga initially moves his 

consciousness between Kshara Purusha (sarvabhutani chatmani) and Akshara 

Purusha (sarvabhutastha chatmanam) and he can gather together the race, 

lokasamgraha, by all possible external aids or Psycho-physical means. Finally, his 

consciousness moves to Purushottama Consciousness and from there he finds an 

exit93 to supreme Abode of Paramdham. Thus, he emerges as a precious 

distinguished World Teacher. 

 

Fourth Support: An Instrument or nameless Guru of integral Yoga initially 

moves his consciousness between Psychic being in the heart and Spiritual being 

above the head. After established in waking trance of Psychic plane and non-

waking trance of Spiritual plane he universalises the two Selves and does good of 

all creatures. For the perfection of two Selves and perfection of untransformed 

Nature he ascends to Supramental plane and Supramentalise and Spiritualise the 

Psychic Self. Thus, he emerges as Nameless92 World Teacher. 

 

Four Theories in Opposition of India becoming the Guru of the World: 

 

First Obstacle: India’s Soul is one but her body is mutilated.83 So, she must 

multiply her collective Soul Force and by accumulation of Spiritual energy of her 

few children she can learn the lesson of becoming one with the Divine and all 

existence. A boundless overhead Divine Love must dynamise and must capture the 

mind, life and body of the Indian subcontinent and its citizens must realise the 

falsity of division, long hatred, narrowness and enmity towards the brother souls 
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and thus the Spirit will work out to retain the unity of her divided lands. Then 

India can teach the world the lesson of oneness and unity; thus, leading the 

creation towards one and united earth.88 

 

Second Obstacle: The Government machinery84 has important role in expediting 

Indian Spirituality to the world. One part of it has entered corruption and another 

part watch helplessly. Its root is in education. The education Sri Aurobindo 

received in England is not the same as the education Britishers introduced in 

India. Their motive of education in India was to create large number of 

clerks/employees with the purpose of ruling a big nation. After independence these 

representative symbols of narrow Consciousness multiplied their numbers in every 

field right from the highest administrative service to the lowest rung of the ladder. 

Now the general mind of an average Indian is corrupt75 because he does not find a 

path to widen his Consciousness. The Mother rightly noticed this deficiency and 

observed “I know the conditions of the country (India). Even if one person could 

put himself faithfully at the disposal of the Truth, he could change the country and 

the world.”79 From above message it appears that it is difficult to find a single 

truthful person in the country with possession of that Truth which is ‘supremely 

destructive of falsehood.’78 The purpose of integral Education is to follow the best 

standard of the race, create employer, leader of men, pioneers and inventors in 

different fields and finally evolution of Spiritual men. To open constantly towards 

overhead descending Truth and to reject constantly the falsehood that is invading 

the human vessel from the surrounding world and from the Subconscient world 

below are the sign of true uncorrupted life. An emergence of an uncorrupted India 

can work towards the emergence of an uncorrupted earth. 

 

Third Obstacle: The state of consciousness of Indian women will influence this 

movement. Sri Aurobindo kept great hope on women in building the future. Their 

main objective of life is not procreation, enjoyment of life with men but to 

accumulate Spiritual energy. The ‘virgin bridals of the dawn’80 are identified as 

the future of the Nation and they can keep their mind, life and body untouched and 

pure to enter union with the Divine in all the ten planes of Consciousness and 

realise the full delight and perfection of all those planes or ‘virgin who comest 

perfected by joy.’81 They are also representative symbol of ‘citizens of that mother 

state.’82 Thus Para-prakriti dominated Indian women can dream of emergence of 

a virgin earth.90  

 

Fourth Obstacle: Money85 is not meant to make more money. Money is a power 

of the Divine necessary for perfection of material and vital life. Few affluent men 

are willing to collaborate and serve the Divine. They must be aware that apart of 

outer opulence of outer world, there are nine inner worlds and in those inner 

worlds inner opulence94 has to be multiplied through movement of Consciousness. 

Thus, India can dream of an opulent earth.89 
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 Now this is a period of earth’s history, in which movement of 

Consciousness through Yoga is identified as the crucial and outstanding 

unfinished task before the whole of humanity. Whoever learns the lesson to move 

the Consciousness in ten planes from Bliss Self to Inconscient Self, discharges his 

responsibility of helping humanity in perfecting and Divinising life.  
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